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Introduction 
Under the Oceans Protection Plan, the Government of Canada is developing a long-term strategy 
on emergency towing in all regions of Canada. This background document provides an 
introduction to emergency towing in Canada, and seeks your input to help identify emergency 
towing needs in your region. 
 

Emergency towing within Canada’s marine safety system 

Canada’s marine safety system is built on three pillars to protect people, marine ecosystems, and 
enable safe and efficient shipping.  

1. Prevention: establishing measures so that incidents are avoided;  
2. Preparedness and response: being ready and taking action in case of an incident or spill; 

and,  
3. Liability and compensation: ensuring the polluter pays for response, cleanup and 

restoration after an incident. 
 

Emergency towing falls under the preparedness and response pillar, which requires having 
enough capacity in place before an incident takes place and being ready to take action should an 
incident occur.  

 

What is emergency towing? 
Emergency towing is conducted to assist disabled vessels, to prevent incidents, ensure crew 
safety, prevent spills, and mitigate environmental impacts. 

Vessels are often towed on a non-emergency basis in Canada. For example, a vessel that is 
seaworthy, but in need of repairs, may be towed from one location to another during calm 
weather. In contrast, emergency towing is conducted on rare occasions when a vessel is disabled 
or in imminent danger, often in challenging weather conditions. This assistance helps to prevent 
spills, groundings and/or collisions.  

Emergency towing may be handled differently depending on a number of factors, including the 
size of the vessel that needs help, and where it is travelling. For smaller vessels and for those close 
to shore, commercial vessels often provide towing services in emergency situations. For large 
ocean-going vessels (understood as those measuring 33 metres and longer), specialized towing 
vessels and crew are needed to provide safe and effective emergency towing services. 

 
Current approach 
The Coast Guard will support vessels requiring assistance in emergency situations. The Coast 
Guard, or a vessel of opportunity (for example, a vessel transiting nearby), may attach a tow line to 
a vessel to stop it from drifting. If a disabled vessel requires emergency towing assistance, private 
towing capacity may be requested.  



  

Existing commercial capacity in the region could include coastal and harbour tugs or other local 
tugs (for example, vessels associated with offshore oil and gas operations on the East Coast, or the 
emergency towing vessel based in the State of Washington on the Strait of Juan de Fuca). Not all 
tugs have the capability to tow large offshore disabled vessels. 

 
New developments: Oceans Protection Plan  
Under the Oceans Protection Plan, the Government of Canada is taking action to increase 
Canada’s emergency towing capacity and improve Canada’s marine safety system as follows:  

1. Emergency tow kits are being placed on Coast Guard vessels and in caches along the coasts 
to increase Coast Guard’s towing capability in all regions.  

2. Emergency offshore towing vessels have been leased for a period of three years for 
operations on the West Coast.  

3. The Government of Canada is seeking the views of Indigenous communities and 
stakeholders on issues related to emergency towing. These perspectives will be used to 
understand regional needs, and inform the development of a long-term emergency towing 
strategy for Canada.  
 

For consideration: emergency towing capacity  

The Government of Canada is assessing the need for emergency towing across Canada. This 
assessment will inform decisions on a national long-term approach, which could include: clarified 
roles and types of service; funding for emergency towing services; and dedicated capacity that 
responds to regional needs. 

One of the ways we will assess national emergency towing needs is by considering the factors that 
increase and decrease the risk of a vessel requiring an emergency tow. For example, we are 
seeking to identify cases where large ships may require emergency towing assistance in Canadian 
waters. We will combine this incident data with a year of shipping traffic patterns in order to 
understand where the need for emergency towing may be greatest. Patterns of shipping traffic 
and past incidents will help to illustrate the possible need for emergency towing. However, we 
acknowledge they do not necessarily reflect the actual need for emergency towing, as the vast 
majority of these instances were resolved safely.  

 
For consideration: funding and governance options 
In addition to assessing regional needs, we are evaluating the way emergency towing capacity is 
funded and operated in Canada and considering the costs and benefits of different potential 
approaches.  

 

 



  

Across Canada and internationally, there is a range of different approaches for funding and 
operating emergency towing services.  

 For example, emergency towing services could be funded, operated and managed by the 
maritime industry. With this type of approach, government could introduce requirements 
for industry to increase emergency towing capacity to a prescribed level. This is the 
approach taken in the State of Washington, resulting in the dedicated emergency towing 
vessel in Neah Bay, Washington State.  

 Alternatively, emergency towing services could be funded and operated by the 
government. An illustration of this approach is the United Kingdom. Following the 
grounding of a vessel in 1993, it established dedicated emergency towing capacity in 
strategically located areas. For efficiency in a public model, opportunities could be explored 
to have emergency towing vessels engaged in other work (such as maintaining aids to 
navigation or science and research) and still be available for emergency response. 

 There are also various possible hybrid approaches. Often, publicly-funded capacity is added 
to supplement existing private capacity in a given area. For example, by leasing two 
dedicated emergency offshore towing vessels for a three-year period, the Government of 
Canada is adding to existing capacity on the West Coast.  

 
How to contribute 
Please answer the following questions.   

Current Emergency Towing Response Capacity 
1. What do you consider to be the current capacity of emergency towing in the region?   
2. Are there emergency towing capacity gaps in the region? What are they? 
3. Who is involved in providing emergency towing services in the region?  
4. Other than emergency towing capacity, are there other ways to mitigate potential risks 

associated with incidents (i.e. spills, groundings and/or collisions)?  
5. How should we identify where the need for emergency towing is the greatest? 
6. What are stakeholders or Indigenous Nations in the region saying about emergency 

towing? 
7. What are other countries doing about emergency towing that you find interesting?   

 
Looking forward 

8. What future needs do you foresee for emergency towing in your region? 
 

Roles and Funding 
9. Who should be responsible for emergency towing in Canada (for example, public 

sphere, private industry, a hybrid of the two, or other?), and how should emergency 
towing be funded? 
 



  

Other Thoughts? 

10. Any additional thoughts on Canada’s emergency towing regime?  

 
Please forward your written submission, or request for an interview, should you prefer, to 
DFO.CCG.OPP.Towing-GCC.PPO.Remorquage.MPO@dfo-mpo.gc.ca   

 


